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Abstract
Blast injuries remain a serious threat to defence and civilian populations around the
world. ‘Primary’ blast injuries (PBIs) are caused by direct blast wave interaction with
the human body, particularly affecting air-containing organs. Work to define blast
loading conditions for injury research has received relatively little attention, though with
a continued experimental focus on PBIs and idealised explosion assumptions,
meaningful test outcomes and subsequent clinical applications, rely on appropriate
simulated conditions. This paper critically evaluates and combines existing PBI criteria
(grouped into those affecting the auditory system, pulmonary injuries and brain
trauma) as a function of idealised blast wave parameters. For clinical blast injury
researchers, analysis of the multi-injury criteria indicates zones of appropriate loading
conditions for human-scale test items and demonstrates the importance of
demonstrates simulating blast conditions that are both realistic and relevant to the
injury type. For certain explosive scenarios, spatial interpretation of the ‘zones of
relevance’ can support hazard management planning for hospitals or assist the clinical
response required by informing triage, patient management and support diagnosis of
potential non-visible PBIs.
Keywords
Blast injury criteria, Primary blast injury, Traumatic brain injury, Shock tube, Animal
models, Injury mechanisms, Military, Civilian.
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1. Introduction
In 2019, a recorded 29,499 casualties were caused by explosive weapons globally, of
which 66% were civilians, increasing to 90% in urban areas [1]. In recent conflicts,
blasts account for approximately 80% of modern combat injury [2]. Blast injuries
caused by conflict and terrorism remain a global challenge, posing a serious and
ongoing threat to defence and civilian populations around the world. As a result, there
is a continuing need for blast injury research to develop understanding, therapeutics
and inform hazard preparedness and clinical response.
Blast injuries are a complex type of physical trauma resulting from direct or indirect
exposure to an explosion. Explosions can cause human injury through a number of
mechanisms (shock wave transmission, penetrating fragments and blunt impacts etc.)
which can exert a variety of mechanical stresses on different tissues. Traditionally,
these effects have been classified from primary to quinary blast injury mechanisms,
with the initial descriptions credited to Zuckerman during the Second World War [3]; a
more detailed description was subsequently produced by the US Department of
Defense in 2008 [4]. Although people often suffer from a combination of blast injury
mechanisms, or ‘polytrauma’, researchers typically investigate injury mechanisms in
isolation. For example, it is estimated that 58% of all experimental blast injury research
between 2000-2019 investigated primary blast injury (PBI) mechanisms [5].
This review focusses specifically on injuries caused by exposure to blast overpressure,
known as ‘primary’ blast injuries (PBIs). By their definition, the likelihood, severity and
extent of PBIs are intrinsically related to the blast wave exposure parameters, namely,
the peak overpressure, Pi (kPa) and positive phase duration, t+ (ms), which depend
on the explosive scenario. Air-containing organs such as the lungs, gastro-intestinal
tract and ears are particularly vulnerable to PBI due blast wave interaction with the
body inducing rapid, pressure gradients in tissues [6,7]. PBIs can be serious, for
example, 47% of fatalities in the terrorist bombings in Northern Ireland were attributed
to pulmonary barotrauma (blast lung) [8]. More recently, blast-related brain injuries
have become an increasing problem for military personnel [2] where it is estimated
that nearly 60% of military patients exposed to blast in recent conflicts were diagnosed
with some form of traumatic brain injury [9]. Blast traumatic brain injury (bTBI) has
been linked to blast overpressure exposure [10,11] although the underlying
mechanisms are not well understood, making it a focus of recent research activity.
Between 2000-2019, it is estimated that almost half of all public investment into blast
injury-related research focussed on bTBI [5].
Blast injury research aims to generate new understanding to predict, treat and respond
to blast injuries and to support the development of therapeutics and protection to
improve health outcomes. Contemporary studies have concentrated on replicating
injuries in the laboratory using in vitro and in vivo models, and it is estimated that
between 2000-2019, over 65% of public research investment into blast injury science
was awarded to pre-clinical, experimental studies [5]. With bTBI remaining a research
priority, future experimental work will continue to examine PBI mechanisms.
Experimental PBI studies typically expose test subjects to blast waves from explosive
testing or simulated conditions using laboratory equipment. The rationale behind
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loading conditions varies and is inevitably influenced by facility and equipment
capabilities. Despite a wide range of possible blast scenarios, blast loading conditions
simulated in injury research should be clinically relevant and appropriate for the injury
type being investigated, that is, the loading is sufficient – but not excessive - to initiate
the injury of interest and also relate to real-world explosive threats.
A number of PBI criteria have been proposed and developed to predict injury outcome
as a function of key blast wave parameters. Injury criteria help us to understand the
relationship between blast exposure and pathophysiological response and can be
used to inform the design of clinically relevant loading conditions within research. With
a continued socioeconomic and humanitarian need for research on PBI mechanisms,
it remains important that simulated blast loading is designed appropriately to ensure
meaningful outcomes, that can translate into improved therapeutics and health
outcomes. In responding to some explosive incidents, injury criteria could help to
determine the spatial extent of potential PBIs, assisting with hospital hazard
management by informing triage systems, resource allocation and patient
management. For some explosive scenarios, spatial interpretation of PBI criteria with
knowledge of patient’s exposure could potentially support the clinical diagnosis of nonvisible PBIs.
For a given explosive scenario, a range of PBIs are possible depending on a person’s
blast exposure. At present, there is limited guidance for designing appropriate loading
conditions within PBI experimental work and there have been few reviews concerning
PBI criteria or exposure thresholds in recent years. PBI criteria are disjointed and apply
to specific injury types or anatomical regions. Similarly, previous reviews surrounding
PBI criteria have focussed on injury types in isolation e.g. pulmonary (lung) injury [12]
or the brain [13]. This makes it challenging to understand the range of blast loading
conditions responsible for the full spectrum of possible PBIs (e.g. mild hearing loss
through to severe lung injury or risk of fatality), and spatially, where such conditions
would occur for a given explosive scenario. Without broader comparison between
predictive injury criteria, it is difficult to establish ranges of loading conditions that are
appropriate for experimental testing or develop hazard management plans in the event
of mass casualty blast injuries.
This paper reports a critical review of the literature, considering existing methods and
predictive criteria for PBIs as a function of idealised blast wave parameters. It is known
that current approaches to blast injury studies use inappropriate combinations of peak
pressure and load duration [14], and through unique combination and analysis of
multiple PBI criteria, this work identifies ‘zones’ of relevant blast wave parameters that
are clinically appropriate for the investigation of different human-scale PBIs. Combined
criteria are also compared to blast wave parameters corresponding to realistic
explosive threats to further define relevant loading conditions and demonstrate the
potential application to clinical hazard management and informing triage. Finally, the
interpretation of mapping zones of relevant blast wave parameters is discussed within
the context of blast injury research, potential clinical applications and
recommendations for developing future injury criteria. This work will prove useful to
blast injury researchers, blast protection engineers, hazard management, and clinical
practitioners involved in the triage, diagnosis, and treatment of PBIs.
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2. Blast Wave Simulation in Blast Injury Research
Following an explosive detonation, a violent expansion of gases force surrounding air
outwards at supersonic speeds, forming a layer of propagating, compressed air known
as a blast wave. In an ideal scenario, blast wave propagation in unobstructed, free-air
theoretically follows a waveform pattern known as the Friedlander function [15] (eq.
1):
𝑡 − 𝑡𝑎
−𝐴(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑎 )
𝑃𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑖 [1 − + ] 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ⌊
⌋
(1)
𝑡
𝑡+

where Pi(t) is the incident overpressure at time t (kPa); Pi is the peak incident pressure
(kPa); t+ is the positive phase duration (ms); A is the decay coefficient (dimensionless);
and ta is the arrival time (ms). An idealised blast wave is characterised by an
instantaneous increase in pressure to the ‘peak overpressure’ (Pi) (above
atmospheric), which decreases over a time known as the ‘positive phase duration’ (t+).
This is then followed by a period of underpressure before normalisation occurs (Fig.
1).
Importantly, the likelihood, severity and extent of PBIs are intrinsically related to the
blast wave parameters a person is exposed to, namely, the peak overpressure, Pi
(kPa) and positive phase duration, t+ (ms). These key blast wave parameters depend
on the explosive scenario i.e. the mass of the explosive threat, W (kg) and the distance
from the detonation, or ‘stand-off distance’, R (Fig. 2). Furthermore, these parameters
also depend on the position of the detonation with respect to the ground. When
explosions are isolated from the ground or other objects, the blast wave travels away
from the charge in a spherical manner (Fig 2a). When explosions occur at the ground
surface, incident and reflected shock waves merge effectively instantly, forming a
single hemispherical shock front with approximately twice the energy of a spherical
‘free air’ detonation (Fig 2b).
Extensive air-blast experimentation has been undertaken since the 1950s with
alternative equations proposed to calculate blast wave quantities, including Brode [16],
Kingery and Bulmash [17] and Hopkinson-Cranz [18,19]. Equations to predict incident
blast wave parameters resulting from spherical air detonations and hemispherical
ground detonations were developed by Kingery and Bulmash [17], who compiled
explosive testing data with charge masses ranging from less than 1kg to over
400,000kg. They developed curve-fitting techniques to represent the data with highorder polynomial equations, which have been automated in the computer program
ConWep [20]. These equations are widely accepted for engineering predictions to
determine free-field (unobstructed) overpressures and loads on structures.
These predictive methods calculate idealised blast wave parameters, which can be
expected when a detonation occurs in an open field in the absence of any obstructions
or reflecting surfaces (Fig. 2). In reality, explosions in urban and transport
environments lead to complex waveforms due to additional reflections and
confinement, which can greatly modify, and typically amplify blast overpressures.
Although there are many other circumstances and factors that can influence blast
effects, the importance and relationship between blast wave parameters and resulting
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PBIs remains irrefutable. Furthermore, despite the limitations of idealised blast wave
models, experimental approaches typically simulate these conditions.
The loading effects from an explosion can be simulated in numerous ways. For blast
injury science, laboratory equipment can be used to simulate the varying injury
mechanisms expected from an explosive detonation. A comprehensive overview and
examples of different loading methodologies and equipment that can be used for blast
injury research is provided by Nguyen et al. [21], which includes shock wave
generation, high velocity impact and accelerations.
Experimental research on PBIs requires the generation of blast waves, which
traditionally involves full-scale arena explosive testing. Full-scale explosive testing is
expensive and requires specialist facilities so researchers often simulate blast using
technological solutions such as air- or explosively-driven shock tubes, or numerical
modelling. Some of these methods, if appropriate, can provide control of the physical
components of blast by simulating idealised Friedlander-type blast waves analogous
to open field explosive tests [14]. A comprehensive overview of these approaches are
described by Bass et al. [13].
Blast injury research requires an interdisciplinary approach although typically remains
a clinically-driven field with limited blast engineering input, which has led to numerous
systems claiming to generate ‘blast’, ‘shock wave’ and blast injury; unfortunately, many
of them reproduce unrealistic conditions and/or clinically irrelevant injuries [22]. For
example several experimental devices have been described recently that use
ultrasound (i.e. shock wave lithotripsy) [23,24] or other means of generating
overpressure, such as microwave [25] or laser [26].The resulting shockwaves do not
have the physical properties of a blast (i.e. an explosion-generated shockwave) and
do not replicate features of blast injuries observed in individuals exposed to blast [22].
Furthermore, even when considering more conventional blast simulation methods
(e.g. shock tubes), different setups and incomplete reporting of blast wave parameters
hinder replication and comparison between studies [27].
Issues with blast testing in the blast injury field are acknowledged by Needham et
al.[14], stating their observations of an “increase in the number of blast injury studies
published in peer-reviewed biomedical journals that have utilized improperly
conceived experiments.” Current guidance for experimental work in this field includes
pressure instrumentation setup, the importance of pressure sensor calibration, data
acquisition and interpretation of measured pressure-time profiles [14,27]. Recognising
the experimental issues in this field, “reproducing blast exposures in the laboratory”
was specifically defined as a work package by the NATO The Human Factors and
Medicine Research Task Group [28]. This resulted in guidelines to describe common
blast-wave generation platforms, blast measurement best practice and reporting
standards [29].
However, at present, there is no guidance to inform ranges for blast wave parameters
that are appropriate to PBI experiments. Without rationale or guidance, there is the
potential for unrealistic loading regimes to be generated leading to less meaningful
clinical interpretations of PBI research. For example, some blast TBI experiments have
subjected animal models to shock wave overpressures of 12.5 ± 2.5 MPa [26] and
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3MPa [24], which are in excess of the pressures understood to cause fatality (Table
1). Similarly, some numerical blast injury studies have simulated extreme blast
scenarios including, for example, a biomechanical model of a human torso placed
2.3m from 2268kg of C-4 explosive (≈2722kg TNT equivalent) [30]. Likewise, these
conditions are likely to cause fatality and thus might provide limited useful information
on injury.Ideally, simulated blast loading regimes should be designed to be clinically
relevant and appropriate for the injury type being investigated, i.e. powerful enough to
initiate the injury without causing higher severity injury or fatality. As current
experimental approaches continue to simulate idealised blast waves, the design of
loading conditions should be informed by reference to existing predictive PBI criteria.
3. Primary Blast Injury (PBI) Criteria
A large goal of blast injury research has been the development of criteria to predict
injury on a probabilistic basis. Blast injury criteria are helpful for the development of
protective equipment, providing guidelines for risk and informing decisions in
occupational health policies on acceptable exposure. Within research, injury criteria
for PBI can also help us to understand the relationship between blast exposure and
pathophysiological response.
A number of injury criteria have been proposed over the years to predict or relate blast
injury outcomes to the blast conditions a person is exposed to. The most widely
reported PBI criteria are applicable to idealised blast waves, which develop in openfield explosion scenarios. Alternative injury models have been developed that are also
applicable to non-ideal and complex blast waveforms, such as the Axelsson BTD
model [31] and the Weathervane SP model [32], reviewed in greater detail by Teland
[12]. These alternative models allow the input of non-ideal blast waves, such as those
that develop in urban settings, and predict the degree of injury in terms of a combined
‘Adjusted Severity of Injury Index’ (ASII). In comparison to injury criteria for idealised
blast wave inputs, these models have increased complexity and their accuracy is
unknown [12]. Furthermore, despite the limitations of idealised loading inputs for injury
criteria, most research facilities and equipment continue to generate or assume such
conditions.
PBI criteria for pulmonary injury
Gas-containing organs such as those in the auditory system, the respiratory system
(lungs) and gastrointestinal (GI) tract are more susceptible to PBI than solid organs
like the brain, so were initially the focus of research [33,34]. The ear is recognised as
one of the major organs frequently damaged from blast overpressure because the
auditory system has the lowest threshold for injury when compared to the other air
containing organs such as the lungs and bowel [35–37]. In the middle ear, tympanic
membrane perforation can result in hearing loss, earache, vertigo, and bleeding from
the external canal. Cadaver and in vivo studies have investigated tympanic
membrane injuries leading to the development of injury criteria in the form of peak
effective pressure thresholds (Table 1). It is also reported that temporary hearing
loss can occur at pressures below the threshold for eardrum rupture [38].These
pressure thresholds relate to the maximum effective pressure, which is the highest of
either the incident overpressure, the incident overpressure plus the dynamic
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pressure (stagnation pressure), or the reflected pressure. The maximum of these
pressures depends on several factors including the orientation of the individual
relative to the blast, the proximity of reflecting surfaces and the occurrence of jetting
effects which cause pressure amplification.
Early shock tube and explosive tests have indicated that human blast tolerance varies
with both the magnitude and duration of the blast wave overpressure. Despite these
observations, pressure thresholds (independent of duration) have also been proposed
for pulmonary (lung) injury and probability of fatality (Table 1). Reported pressure
ranges and thresholds show some conflicting and wide-ranging pressure thresholds,
which can make it difficult to confidently design suitable loading conditions in
experimental work. Reported pressure thresholds for fatality risk also conflict with the
early work of Bowen et al. [34] where lethality was shown to be dependent on both
duration and pressure. Inspection of pressure thresholds in Table 1 shows a general
pattern whereby ear injuries are expected to occur at lower blast overpressures than
pulmonary (lung) injuries, which increase with severity and likelihood of fatality with
increasing overpressure.
PBI criteria for pulmonary injury
The most widely used and recognised injury criteria for blast exposure are those
developed by Bowen et al. [34] for pulmonary (lung) injury risk. The model is based on
2097 tests with 13 animal species positioned mostly in front of a reflecting surface
using both a shock tube and high explosive charges. Interspecies scaling was
employed to account for differences in the mass of the various animal species to
convert all blast doses to a human-equivalent level. The probability of human
survivability, fatality and injury threshold when exposed to Friedlander type blast
waves were developed, dependent upon peak overpressure and duration and are
commonly referred to as the “Bowen curves” [34].
Fig. 3 shows the Bowen curves for a 70-kilogram man subjected to Friedlander type
blast waves while stood near a reflecting surface. For short positive phase durations
(<10ms), risk is highly dependent upon both blast positive phase duration and peak
overpressure, increasing as overpressure duration or peak pressure increase. At
longer durations (> 30ms), risk becomes dependent upon peak pressure only. In
addition to the lungs, work by Stuhmiller [45] showed that all major air containing
organs (upper respiratory tract, lungs and gastrointestinal (GI) tract) have similar injury
thresholds, suggesting that the Bowen curves have wider applicability to air-containing
organs. Despite being over 50 years old, the Bowen curves are still widely used as the
standard for blast pulmonary injury predictions.
The original Bowen curves are strictly applicable to situations where a person is stood
against a wall. The so-called ‘pressure dose’ concept was developed to extend the
applicability of Bowen's model to a person in a prone position (long axis of the body
parallel to the blast wave direction) and a person standing in an open field. This was
possible by assuming that equivalent trauma will result if the peak reflected pressure
and duration when against a reflecting surface are equivalent to the incident (side-on)
pressure and duration for a body with the long axis parallel to the direction of the blast.
For a body perpendicular to the blast in the open-field, the incident pressure plus the
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dynamic pressure (i.e. the stagnation pressure) is equated to the peak reflected
pressure for equivalent trauma.
More recently, the Bowen curves have been scrutinised with some researchers
proposing alternative or modified curves. Bass et al. [44,45] gathered more data in
order to update and improve the Bowen curves. In total, data from more than 2550
large animal experiments (including the 351 large animals from Bowen) were used in
the new calculations [44,45]. The new curves were published in two separate articles
dealing with two different regimes: short duration (<30 ms) [44] and long duration (>10
ms) [45] blast waves. Like Bowen, the Bass group found that injury outcome is highly
dependent upon peak overpressure and positive phase duration in the short-duration
regime, whereas limited effect of duration is observed for longer duration blasts. The
updated injury curves developed by Bass et al. [44,45] for a person located near a wall
are almost identical to the original curves developed by Bowen for the same scenario.
The Bass curves were also extended to the open field and prone situation, but in a
different way than the Bowen curves. For a prone situation, the extension was similar
with Bass assuming (as Bowen) that the pressure dose was the incident pressure pi,
although there is still no data available for testing this hypothesis. For an open field
situation, Bass and Bowen diverged considerably in their approach. Instead of using
the incident pressure plus dynamic pressure (stagnation pressure), Bass used the
reflected pressure pr from an imaginary wall behind the subject as the pressure dose.
Bass et al. [44] claimed that in the short duration regime the body itself acts as a
reflecting surface. They concluded that “the pressure dose for both bodies against a
reflecting surface and bodies parallel to the blast for short durations is assumed to be
the reflected pressure.” The Bass formula therefore considers the open field situation
to be much more dangerous than Bowen (in fact, just as dangerous as being near a
wall). Consequently, according to Bass, lethality in pulmonary blast injury is exactly
the same for standing in an open field and standing near a wall.
Further work on pulmonary injury risk in large animals was conducted by Panzer et al.
[46] and combined short and long overpressure duration data. A piece-wise linear
model was used to describe injury risk dependent upon peak pressure and
overpressure duration based on existing injury data from literature and did not further
consider differences in orientation. More recently, van der Voort et al. [47] proposed a
‘new standard’ of lung injury curves based on a theoretical study of Friedlander blast
waves and numerical blast simulations which remain effectively identical to the original
Bowen curves for the reflected wall scenario, but deviate from the original Bowen
model for the open-field scenario [47].
Overall, updates to the original Bowen curves have made relatively little difference to
predictions of pulmonary injury lethality, although differing assumptions for extending
the curves to different situations or orientations (e.g. prone or open field) have.
Considering the recent developments of pulmonary injury curves by different
researchers, there still lacks consensus or verification of injury curves applicable to
the open field scenario. In general, recent modifications to pulmonary injury criteria
have had the effect of increasing the risk of injury associated with the free-field
scenario compared to those first proposed by Bowen.
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PBI criteria for brain injury
PBI criteria were initially developed for the lungs because they were more susceptible
to injury, with a higher risk for fatality if the thorax is unprotected [44]. PBI tolerance of
the brain was not investigated until relatively recently following an increase in
survivable blast injuries through improved protective equipment and an increasing
incidence of blast TBIs. There is far less experimental data for blast neurotrauma
compared with pulmonary experimentation, making development of injury criteria
more challenging. However, there have been studies investigating single or a small
group of different species over a large enough exposure range to develop injury risk
models.
Rafaels et al. [48] developed risk curves for fatality from primary blast brain injury. It
was found that the brain’s 50% risk of fatality from blast occurred at overpressure
values well above the 99% risk of fatality from pulmonary injuries (Fig. 3, red lines).
This suggested that the blast level needed to cause fatality from blast exposure to the
head was greater than the peak overpressure needed to cause fatality from pulmonary
injury.
Further tests were undertaken by Rafaels et al. [49] to evaluate mild to severe brain
injury. New data combined with previously published data were used to develop risk
curves for blast neurotrauma, specifically, apnea, bleeding (of different severities) and
fatality for positive-phase durations of 1 ms to 20 ms. For most outcomes, tolerance
to blast peak overpressure decreased with increasing positive phase duration. Apnea,
bleeding, and fatality risk from blast exposure to the head were determined for peak
overpressure and positive-phase duration (Fig. 3, purple lines). The 50% risk of apnea
and moderate haemorrhage were similar, whereas the 50% risk of mild haemorrhage
was independent of positive phase duration and required lower overpressures (144
kPa). Importantly, the blast level for 50% risk of mild brain bleeding (intracranial
haemorrhage) was found to occur at overpressure values below the threshold for
pulmonary injury (Fig. 3, red lines) [49].
3.1 Analysis of Combined PBI Criteria
A selection of PBI criteria (Table 2) are combined for analysis and plotted in Fig. 3 to
examine zones of clinically relevant blast loading conditions for different PBIs. The
selected PBI criteria were grouped into the following categories: (1) auditory system;
(2) pulmonary (lung) injury & lethality; and (3) brain related PBI (Table 2).
For the auditory system, selected PBI criteria include overpressure thresholds to
predict the onset and probabilities (50% and 100%) of tympanic membrane rupture
(Table 2; Fig. 3, green lines). Predictions for the threshold (onset) and probabilities
(1%, 50% and 99%) of fatality from pulmonary injury utilise the Bowen et al. [34] blast
overpressure-time curves (Table 2; Fig. 3, red lines). Pressure thresholds for lung
damage and lethality predictions (Table 1) were not included in the analysis as a clear
dependence on the blast duration has been demonstrated by researchers [34,44,45].
Due to lack of consensus on how to extend pulmonary injury models to the free-field
scenario, the original Bowen curves [34] for a 70kg person stood near a reflective wall
are selected for this analysis as this is considered to also approximately represent the
open field scenario according to more recent researchers [44–46]. Brain-related PBI
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criteria developed by Rafaels et al. [49] were selected for comparison, including an
overpressure threshold and overpressure-time functions to predict 50% probabilities
of brain injury and fatality (Table 2; Fig. 3, purple lines).
The selected PBI criteria assume human-scale test subjects and whole-body exposure
to idealised blast waves and cannot predict localised injury associated with small
charges at small stand-off distances. Reported PBI criteria analysed in this study
assume un-protected human exposure to idealised blasts, specifically 70kg males in
the case of the Bowen injury criteria. Importantly, experiments involving animal models
require scaling of blast parameters; in particular, the positive phase duration must be
compatible with the size and type of target being tested [14].
Risk of primary ear injury is independent of blast duration, and criteria for the threshold
(onset) to 100% probability of ear drum rupture permit the definition of upper and lower
bounds for effective peak pressure values of interest, from 35-202kPa. In comparison
to all PBI criteria, the ear drum rupture pressure threshold (35kPa) represents the
minimum reported pressure at which any PBIs are expected. This could therefore be
perceived as a lower bound pressure for PBI research, although should be
approached with caution until exposure thresholds for mild TBI are better understood.
Criteria for pulmonary injury (Bowen curves) include threshold blast loading conditions
for the onset of lung injury through to 99% probability of fatality for positive phase
durations t+=0.2ms-100ms. The threshold overpressure for lung injury decreases with
positive phase duration, occurring at peak overpressures of approximately 200kPa at
1ms duration and reducing to 55kPa at 10ms duration (Fig. 3). Similarly, the
overpressure giving 99% probability of fatality from lung injury decreases with blast
duration, over a larger range, of approximately 965kPa to 275kPa between positive
phase durations of 1-10ms (Fig. 3). These criteria permit the definition of zones of
blast wave parameters of interest for investigating injury to the lungs (and potentially
GI tract) i.e. below the 99% risk of fatality curve and above the threshold curve.
Inspecting proposed PBI criteria for the brain, it can be seen that the 50% risk of fatality
exceeds the 99% risk of pulmonary fatality for positive phase durations 1-15ms (Fig.
3), indicating that fatality from lung injury is expected before fatality from brain injuries.
Similarly, criteria predicting the 50% risk of moderate brain haemorrhage or apnea
exceeds the 99% risk of pulmonary fatality for positive phase durations 1-9ms, again
indicating that fatality from lung injury is expected before moderate brain injury occurs.
As these criteria exceed the 99% risk of pulmonary fatality for positive phase durations
up to 9ms, there is arguably limited value in simulating these conditions within
research as fatality from pulmonary injury would be expected for an unprotected
person.
For milder brain injuries, a 50% risk of mild intracranial bleeding occurs at
overpressures of 144kPa, independent of blast positive phase duration. In comparison
to other injury criteria, this pressure threshold coincides with a 50-100% chance of ear
drum rupture (Fig 3.). For positive phase durations below approximately 2ms, the 50%
risk of mild brain bleeding occurs below the threshold for pulmonary injury (Fig. 3).
Importantly, this suggests that brain injuries may occur at peak overpressure levels
lower than that which causes lung injuries. For positive phase durations greater than
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2ms, a 50% risk of mild brain bleeding coincides with blast levels capable of causing
pulmonary injury (i.e. above the threshold), although remains below the 50% risk of
fatality from pulmonary injury for all durations.
Unlike PBI criteria for the ears and lungs, where clear zones of relevant blast wave
parameters can be defined, for brain related injuries, minimum pressure thresholds for
brain-related PBIs have not been proposed. At present, the lower bound blast
exposure responsible for milder forms of brain PBIs is unknown, thus driving the
research focus on understanding mild TBI and the effect of repeated, low level blast
akin to military training. With a minimum exposure threshold for brain related PBIs yet
to be defined, it is challenging to specify ranges of appropriate loading conditions for
experimental work.
As seen in Fig. 3, different PBIs, injury severities and risk of fatality are strongly
governed by the incident blast wave parameters of exposure. Comparing different PBI
criteria, a hierarchy of injury types is observed whereby the ears are most vulnerable,
followed by the lungs and brain (Fig 3.). Analysis of combined injury criteria suggests
that fatality from pulmonary injury, specifically the 99% risk function proposed by
Bowen, effectively acts as an upper bound of blast wave conditions of interest. While
the PBI criteria analysed do not support a definitive minimum threshold, comparison
between different criteria as in Fig. 3 supports zones of interest, in terms of peak
overpressure and positive phase durations to guide experimental designs and
compare future data. With this knowledge, simulated loading conditions can then be
placed within the context of an equivalent explosive threat to ensure blast wave
parameters are realistic.
3.2 Comparing Injury Criteria to Idealised Explosive Threats
As found in casualty and forensic reports for blast incidents [8], victims are most
susceptible to PBIs close to the source of detonation where blast overpressures are
highest. Given an open-field explosion, the spatial extent and severities of PBIs
depend on the standoff distance and explosive charge mass, which can vary widely in
reality depending on the nature of the blast threat.
It is common practice in blast engineering to relate the stored energy of any
explosive charge/threat to an equivalent mass of TNT based upon the ratio of the
energy densities of the explosive materials. Equivalent TNT charge masses for a
range of real-world explosive threats of different magnitudes, weapon type and
design (e.g. manufactured and improvised) were compiled through reviewing open
literature, which were grouped into blast threats and summarised in Table 3.
In open literature, few examples are presented on the predicted spatial distribution of
PBIs for real world explosive threats. Holcomb et al. [57] presents a schematic
illustrating the range of distances where PBIs would be expected for an open-space
surface detonation of a 155-mm 100 kg shell. In this specific example, ranges where
primary blast injuries would occur are defined, although it is unclear as to what types
and severities of PBIs would be expected. Given the hierarchy of PBI criteria (Fig 3),
different injury types, severity and probabilities would be expected at different standoff distances from the detonation, depending on the blast threat.
Example: Comparing Idealised Air Blast Scenarios with PBI Criteria
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Incident blast wave parameters were calculated for a range of idealised explosive
scenarios and plotted against injury criteria to analyse how they compare to realistic
explosive threats. Empirical equations developed by Kingery and Bulmash [17],
automated in the ConWep program [20], were used to calculate incident blast wave
parameters (peak overpressure and positive phase duration) for each charge mass.
Calculations assumed the detonation of spherical charges with masses ranging from
10g-1000kg TNT equivalent to calculate incident blast wave parameters in free space
in the absence of any reflecting surfaces as a function of stand-off distance, R. These
assumptions are acceptable when the detonation occurs above the ground surface
and the incident blast wave is expected to reach the point of interest before any
reflected blast waves from the ground or other structures. The range of charge masses
correspond to different scale explosive threats (i.e. small unexploded remnants of war
to large truck bombs) and have relevance to different blast testing capabilities at
research facilities.
Calculated blast wave parameters, which map combinations of blast wave peak
overpressure and positive phase durations experienced at different stand-off
distances are plotted as a series of curves grouped by their respective charge mass,
and are linked to predictive PBI criteria (Fig 4). Curves for the 100g and 10kg charge
masses are plotted with corresponding stand-off distances at regular intervals.
Through inspection of equivalent TNT charge masses for real-world explosive threats
(Table 3), the 100g and 100kg charge sizes approximately represent anti-personnel
landmine and IED size threats respectively. As explosive charge mass increases, blast
waves with increased positive phase durations are generated at injury-relevant peak
overpressures. Importantly, this means that larger blast threats tend to have increased
likelihood of causing more serious pulmonary (lung) injuries as pressure thresholds
are reduced with increasing positive phase durations. It can also be seen that with
increasing charge mass (and blast wave positive phase duration), lung injury criteria
converge and begin to overlap with ear and brain injury criteria.
For a given explosive charge mass, the stand-off distance at which different injury
types and risk of PBIs can be analysed through comparison of PBI criteria and blast
wave parameters plotted in Fig. 4. For a 100g charge mass for example, there is a
50% risk of fatality from pulmonary injury at a 0.5m stand-off distance, whereas at a
1m stand-off, no lung injuries would be expected (below pulmonary threshold) but
there would be a near 100% risk of ear drum rupture (Fig. 4). At a 3m standoff
however, effectively no PBIs would be expected given the absence of any minimum
threshold criteria for brain-related injury. In contrast, for a 10kg charge mass, a 99%
risk of fatality from pulmonary injury would be expected up to a stand-off distance of
3m, and lung injuries expected between 3-7m stand-off. Spatially, it can be seen that
larger blast threats inflict PBIs over a larger distance from the detonation compared to
smaller detonations. For smaller explosive threats (i.e. 100g TNT), it can be seen that
the range of stand-off distances where PBIs are of interest is relatively limited (i.e. 0.52m). With limited ranges of stand-off distances that are sufficient to cause PBIs,
loading conditions should be designed carefully to ensure that they are clinically
relevant for the injury type of interest.
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Considering the range of blast wave parameters associated with realistic air
detonations, there is a finite region of realistic positive phase durations. For example,
inspection of Fig 4. suggests that there is limited relevance in simulating blast waves
with positive phase durations below 0.4ms as this corresponds to either very small
explosive threats (<10g TNT) or larger threats at close stand-off distances that would
cause fatality. Similarly, simulating positive phase durations in excess of 20ms,
effectively models very large explosive detonations (>100kg TNT) which arguably
occur less frequently.
Through plotting both PBI criteria and loading conditions that correspond to equivalent
explosive scenarios, zones of blast wave parameters can be further defined that are
both clinically-relevant (to the PBI of concern) and realistic (corresponding to realworld threats). Defining such zones as in Fig. 4 can be useful to inform experimental
approaches (e.g. shock tube or arena testing) and guide the design of simulated
loading conditions within injury-related research to ensure they are both realistic and
relevant for the injury type. For example, predicting expected PBIs at different standoff distances for a known charge size is useful for researchers when designing
explosive arena (open-field) tests. Comparison of PBI criteria with equivalent blast
threats further highlights the importance of fully reporting both pressure and duration
values within studies as this has significant implications for both the scale of the
equivalent explosive threat that is being simulated and the nature and severity of PBIs
expected.
Assuming a relatively open-field explosion scenario (i.e. market explosion), spatial
interpretation of PBI criteria (as in Fig.4) could be used to predict the potential extent
of expected primary blast injuries. From an emergency response and hazard
preparedness perspective, this could be used to inform triage, patient management
and resource allocation, thus leading to improved health outcomes. Moreover,
knowledge of the extent of expected PBIs could support diagnosis of less visible PBIs,
particularly given the diagnostic ambiguities of blast traumatic brain injury (bTBI).
4. Discussion

The present study’s analysis is limited to PBI criteria (excluding all other blast injury
mechanism types) that are applicable to idealised (Friedlander waveform) blast
scenarios. Within this scope, a number of limitations have been identified within the
context of current approaches used in injury-related research.
Blast interaction effects and factors affecting loading on humans
Although the PBI criteria discussed in this study are based on incident (free-field) blast
wave parameters, which can be readily measured using pressure sensors in
experiments, a number of factors can influence the actual loading that is experienced
by a human, and the potential for inflicting PBIs. Actual pressure histories acting on a
person depend on complex blast interaction effects due to different anatomical
geometries, projected areas, body orientations and the relative angle of incidence with
respect to the blast wavefront. When a blast wave interacts with the human body,
reflection and stagnation occurs, generating a pressure loading profile higher than the
reported incident conditions, which are effectively point measurements in free space.
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Furthermore, the effect of protective equipment and armour on vulnerability to PBIs is
not well understood with researchers suggesting that it can both amplify and decrease
protection from different primary injuries [13]. Such interaction effects should be
acknowledged when defining new injury criteria or replicating blast effects in injury
studies. Future injury studies should aim to characterise not only the incident blast
loading environment, but also pressure histories at multiple surface locations on the
test subject to quantify the actual loading effects associated with injury outcomes.
Blast exposure thresholds for ‘mild’ brain-related PBIs
This study has highlighted that further work is needed to define thresholds
corresponding to brain PBI, in particular to define criteria and exposure thresholds for
milder forms of bTBI to improve confidence in selecting clinically-relevant loading
parameters. As more is understood about bTBI, it will become possible to further
define thresholds for TBI-related injuries as a function of blast overpressure exposure.
Interrelated, poly-injury effects
PBI criteria identified in this study concern the probability of specific injury types
occurring in isolation. It is currently unknown how different PBIs influence, or possibly
contribute to the risk of developing other PBI types. Similarly, it is not understood how
different blast injury mechanisms (i.e. secondary fragmentation wounds or tertiary
blunt impacts) contribute to the development and risk or PBIs.
Understanding and capacity to model ‘complex’ blast wave profiles
Although open-space explosions predominated in previous conflicts, explosive
detonations are increasingly occurring in urban settings due to the nature of terrorist
attacks in densely populated regions and the shifting nature of conflict into more urban
areas [1]. This presents complex, and highly-variable geometries and layouts that can
significantly modify blast loading conditions and the implications for PBIs. Explosive
effects are substantially different in closed spaces, where blast waves deflect, ricochet,
and coalesce [57]. Enclosure magnifies their destructive power and also generates
large numbers of secondary fragments through the breakup of structures and vehicles.
Even in relatively simple open-space scenarios, detonations above the ground also
create subsequent blast waves due to ground reflection, which could potentially cause
injury.
At present, PBI criteria are limited to estimating the likelihood or exposure threshold
for a person subjected to a single, highly idealised blast pressure profile from
detonations occurring in a free-field environment. Attempts to apply these PBI criteria
rely on the use of peak pressure and duration, which may not be appropriate for
complex waveforms and have not been validated at this time. This presents several
challenges for applying existing PBI criteria and defining requirements for new injury
criteria. In the case of modifying existing PBI criteria, future work could explore the
extent to which scaling methods could be developed to translate criteria from idealised
to ‘complex’ blast wave scenarios. Alternatively, it may be necessary to investigate
and define entirely new PBI criteria for complex blast waveforms. For either strategy,
the infinite range of possible blast environments (e.g. different urban layouts) will make
any developments very challenging. Furthermore, any advancements in knowledge of
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these complex loading cases will require careful restriction to avoid informing terrorist
activity.
Due to these complexities and inherent variability of pressure profiles arising in
realistic blast scenarios, some could argue that there is limited benefit in further
refining or developing existing injury criteria that are based on idealised blast wave
assumptions. However, given the nature and capabilities of experimental facilities (e.g.
shock tubes and blast arena trials), future research will continue to assume or model
idealised Friedlander type blast waves. As a result, the need to better understand and
specify clinically relevant idealised loading regimes will remain.
Reviewing loading conditions in previous PBI research
Despite the inherent limitations of injury criteria assuming idealised blast waves,
analysis of combined PBI criteria with blast wave parameters corresponding to
different blast threats allowed zones of relevant loading conditions to be defined, which
are useful for informing experimental design and support selection of sensible loading
conditions.
This approach could be used to review prior research to evaluate the clinical relevance
of loading conditions simulated in prior studies and place them within the context of
equivalent explosive threats. This would also provide a systematic method of
comparing multiple injury studies and assessing whether findings and methods were
observed under similar loading conditions, facilitating meta-analysis. The ability to
compare findings from prior studies performed under similar loading conditions would
promote financial savings through reduced duplication.
Appropriate simulation of explosive loading is important to ensure that blast injury and
protection research generates meaningful findings that can translate into improved
protection, clinical treatments, health outcomes and quality of life for defence and
civilian populations. In the long term, better designed experimental work adopting blast
wave loading with increased clinical relevance will lead to higher impact outcomes and
cost-effective development of clinical advancements.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents a critical compilation of existing PBI criteria to examine the extent
of blast wave loading conditions that are clinically-relevant for investigating a range of
PBIs. Analysis of broader injury criteria, and comparison to idealised blast wave
parameters associated with a range of explosive threats raises awareness of clinicallyrelevant ‘zones’ of blast loading parameters for injury-related research. Analysis
showed that blast conditions of relevance to realistic explosive threats are limited and
they should be an important consideration in the design of clinical trials simulating
blast injury. Zones of relevance for primary blast injury research work are proposed to
guide experimental designs and compare future data. This work will prove valuable to
blast injury researchers seeking to determine clinically-relevant blast loading
conditions for experimental work, and application of PBI criteria to inform triage and
hospital management in response to mass casualty explosive incidents is
suggested.This review has highlighted the current knowledge gaps surrounding PBI
criteria and demonstrated the need for comprehensive guidance for experimentally
simulating blast waves within blast injury research. Analysis presented in this paper
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encourages broader, multi-disciplinary understanding, raising awareness of how
generated blast loading parameters correspond to different PBI types, and spatially,
where such conditions occur by consideration of equivalent idealised blast
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